BOATS BUILT FOR SERIOUS EXCITEMENT
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MAKE YOUR MARK
WITH THE BOAT THAT CAN TAME THE ELEMENTS
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WE’VE BEEN BUILDING YELLOWFIN PLATE BOATS SINCE 1984.
THESE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE AND HONING SKILLS IS WHAT HAS
MADE YELLOWFIN PLATE BOATS ONE OF THE MOST TRUSTED BOATS
IN THE COUNTRY. TRUST THAT YOU CAN TAKE MILES OFFSHORE.
TRUST TO GET YOU HOME IN THE ROUGHEST CONDITIONS. TRUST
THAT WE ARE HAND BUILT AND TESTED TOUGH! A GOOD REPUTATION
DOES NOT HAPPEN OVERNIGHT, IT COMES FROM CONSISTENT
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION AND EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS. OUR
BOATS HAVE BEEN TRIED, TESTED, REFINED AND NOW MASTERED
INTO THE RANGE OF 27 KEY MODELS. OVER THE 35 YEARS OF
BUILDING YELLOWFIN PLATE BOATS WE HAVE GROWN FROM A
COUPLE OF MODELS TO A RANGE THAT OFFERS AN ULTIMATE BOAT
PACKAGE FOR EVERY SERIOUS ANGLER.

YOU CAN REST ASSURED THAT YELLOWFIN PLATE BOATS ARE BUILT BY A TEAM OF HIGHLY PASSIONATE,
SKILLED WELDERS AND TECHNICIANS FROM THE TOUGHEST MARINE GRADE MATERIALS. OUR COMBINATION
OF AN INNOVATIVE TEAM OF MARINE ENGINEERS, SKILLED WELDERS AND TECHNICIANS WITH PREMIUM
QUALITY MATERIALS PRODUCES THE ULTIMATE OFFSHORE FISHING RIG.

TESTED TOUGH

Yellowfin Plate boats are designed by 8 full
time Research and Development professionals
with over 150 years of combined marine design
expertise. Their diverse backgrounds include
mechanical engineering, hands on sheet metal
and broiler fabrication, and certification in
AutoCAD/Solid Works computer program design.
Ensuring the Yellowfin Range is tested tough
since 1984 we have been perfecting the hull and
ride and durability of our boats. The Offshore HD
Hull was achieved 10 years ago and since then
hundreds of hours have been spent testing the
hull and Marine Core Construction in a range
of conditions.

SPECIALIST WELDERS AND TECHNICIANS

Every Yellowfin is handcrafted in our Gold Coast based
specialised plate boat factory by a team 17 highly skilled
specialist welders. With over 100 hours of welding in each
Yellowfin our technicians pride themselves on producing
only quality products. Our welders are challenged to hone
their skills to perfection, from the start they are trained in
the foundations of marine welding knowledge as well as
tests skills and certification before they are promoted to
start working on our hulls. The next step is to become a
professional at building more complicated medium sized
aluminium boats, challenging workers to hone their skills
to perfection. Finally workers are selected to be part
of the Yellowfin Plate Boat team, a group of Plate Boat
Specialists and the most sought-after position in all of
marine manufacturing.

PLATE BOAT CHECK LIST

MANUFACTURING

PLATE BOAT
CHECK LIST
REVERSE CHINE

MARINE CORE CONSTRUCTION

The variable Reverse Chine is perfectly paired to the Deep V of the hull and works to
deflect spray away from the boat creating a drier ride and enhances stability especially at
rest so you can expect a predictable journey and enjoy your fishing in all conditions.

The Marine Core construction of the Offshore Hull requires more than 100
hours of welding by some of the best qualified welders in Australia to ensure
each boat that leaves our sheds displays quality and is seriously tough.
The Yellowfin range is constructed of 6mm marine grade 5083 aluminium
bottom sheets and 4mm side sheets (6200 and above). The ‘Marine Core’
construction ensures that strength really does come from within with a
subframe rib structure of longitudinal and latitudinal ribs made from 6mm
vertical stringers welded 200mm apart out to the chine and 5mm horizontal
ribs welded 500mm apart all the way to the front of the boat to reinforce
strength and the shape of the hull. This combination locks the hull together
working as one piece with no room for distortion so it can take rough swell and
chop. The self-draining floor is supported by a box section floor frame. The
backbone of the Yellowfin, the keel and chines are reinforced by being welded
a huge four times and all extrusion is specifically designed for marine use.

OFFSHORE HD HULL
The Yellowfin Offshore HD Hull features a variable deadrise to 19 degrees at the transom
for models 6200 and above and 14 degrees at the transom for 5800 models allowing the
Yellowfin range to tackle the toughest conditions and easily manoeuvre through swell.
Carefully crafted with a deep V the Offshore HD Hull ensures every Yellowfin gives its
captain a predictable, soft and steady ride, carving through swell with ease. There is no
pounding, our boats don’t plough into swell like a submarine they move cut through it.
Constructed with 6mm bottomsheets (5mm for 5800 models) and locked together with
Marine Core Construction the feedback from even the most experienced boaters is this
hull is soft, predictable and safe.

AUTO DRAIN DECK
The fully sealed Auto Drain Deck is the ultimate piece of mind. It quickly and efficiently
expels excess water from the hull with a rear gutter which guides water to a separate
lower chamber ready to be pumped out. Separate to the underfloor bilge pump the Auto
Drain Deck offers you another layer of safety.
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STANDARD
FEATURES

UNPAINTED GUNWALES & TRANSOM DUCKBOARD

LIVE BAIT TANK WITH VIEWING WINDOW

We know your plate boat is your prized possession, but we also
know it’s a work horse you can’t be too precious about when
tackling the conditions. That’s why we have left the high usage
areas of every boat unpainted, so you don’t have to worry about a
trivial scratch.

The live bait tank is fitted to the back deck and is complete
with a front viewing window. The bait tank also includes
and external pickup which circulates fresh water through
the tank while the boat is under way.

ALL MODELS

ALL MODELS

HT, SOUTHERNERS, CENTRE CAB MODELS

REEL EASY FOLDING ROD HOLDERS

VHF RADIO

ZIPWAKE TRIM TABS

The Reel Easy rod holders located on the hard-top fold down
at the pull of a pin making it easy for everyone to access.

A quality VHF Radio is a necessity when travelling offshore
for the day in any conditions, so every model receives this no
questions asked.

Premium Zipwake trim tabs are now available as standard
across various models or can be easily optioned up onto
any model.

ALL MODELS

STANDARD FEATURES

HT MODELS

ALL MODELS

ALL MODELS

ALL MODELS

STORAGE

DUAL BATTERY WITH ACCESS TO ISOLATOR SWITCH

TRANSOM DOOR

Packed with plenty of storage options you have the large side
pockets along both port and starboard sides as well as cabin
bunk storage in all cabin models.

The dual battery setup is built into the back of the transom in a
tidy compartment with easy access to not only the batteries but
the isolator switch.

The hinged transom door located on the starboard side of the
back deck makes easy access in and out of the boat now with a
new and easy opening mechanism.

ALL MODELS

ALL MODELS

ALL MODELS

UNDERFLOOR FUEL TANKS
AUTO-DRAIN DECK
The Auto Drain Deck expels water quickly and efficiently
from the hull with a rear gutter which guides excess water
to a lower chamber ready to be pumped out. Separate to the
underfloor bilge pump Auto Drain Deck offers you another
layer of safety.

If you are looking for a proper platey you need maximum fuel
capacity to get you there and back no questions asked. We
have maxed out our models to include some of the largest
fuel tanks - relative to model size - on the market. Our 7600
Southerner model features a massive 380L tank – think
of all the places you could go with that capacity. All fuel
tanks are easy to access, fully serviceable and removable
complying with Australian standards and helping with any
routine maintenance.

HYDRAULIC STEERING

CATCH N RELEASE

BASIC FLOTATION

Hydraulic steering as standard helps make the driving
experience easy and hassle free and gives you ultimate control
over your vessel.

The Catch N release mechanism makes launching and
retrieving your boat at the ramp a breeze. As you nudge your
boat forward on the trailer the latch will be caught holding
your boat in place – it’s so easy you can do it all yourself.

Safety is always at the forefront of all our boat designs, so
every Yellowfin model meets or exceeds all basic floatation
specifications, complying with Australian boat building standards.
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OPTIONAL
FEATURES

ALLOY CUTTING BOARD

HEAVY DUTY DIVE LADDER

DECK WASH

BURLEY BUCKET

MUIR DRUM WINCH

ELECTRIC TOILET

Option up with a hand-built aluminium cutting board station
equipped with welded in rod holders, under tray storage, large
drainage tube, sizeable bait gutter and heavy duty, replaceable
cutting surface.

If easy access in and out the boat is essential to you option up
to the heavy-duty dive ladder fitted to the starboard side of the
transom accompanying the transom door. The 3 step ladder is
built from aluminium treadplate for a better grip.

Make washing down the deck an easy task with the
optional deck wash installed to be easily accessible.

A popular option with many anglers, the
Yellowfin Burley Bucket has had an upgrade
with a new matte black colour it is fitted to the
port side of the transom.

Option up to an electric winch to take the hard work
out of deploying and retrieving the anchor.

For a little more comfort for your fishing trip
option up to the electric toilet located in the cabin
for privacy.

OPTIONAL FEATURES

HT AND CENTRE CAB MODELS

SOUTHERNER MODELS

ULTIMATE BAIT & FISHING STATION

LOCKABLE ROLLER CABIN DOOR

LED LIGHTING KIT

CABIN BUNK & CUSHION INFILLS

FUSION SOUND SYSTEM & SPEAKERS

EXTERNAL HAND WASH

This upgrade is for the serious anglers – designed by fisherman
for fisherman. The fold down hatch opens to 10 tackle trays
drawers while the station also features a fishing reel dispenser,
replaceable cutting board, drink holders and 4 rod holders. This
really will be your best mate on your next fishing trip.

A newly released feature for the Southerner models- you can
now add a lockable roller door to your cabin. This is perfect to
help protect your gear when stored in your boat or just to keep
the elements out of the cabin when on the water.

Option up to a LED Lighting Kit perfect if you like to
head out before the sunrise - you no longer need to
set up in the dark.

To add a little more comfort to your cabin we
recommend optioning up to cabin cushion infills
and back rest.

If you like to play some tunes while out the water
– this is a must have feature. With 6inch speakers
and Bluetooth capabilities you can keep everyone
entertained.

Add an extra layer of comfort and practicality
with an external hand wash, which is activated
by a foot pedal.
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1

2

SOUTHENER EXTRA
PROTECTION CABIN

7000 SOUTHERNER

3

REEL EASY
ROD HOLDERS

4

AUTO DRAIN DECK

For the chargers out there, that want to go to new destinations
and get there faster, the Yellowfin Plate Southerner Series is
the boat of choice. Built with Marine Core Construction to hold
together the Offshore HD hull, this is a fishing machine.

5

ZIPWAKE
TRIM TABS

6

UNPAINTED DUCKBOARD,
FLOOR & GUNNELS

SOUTHERNER 7000/7600

SOUTHERNER 7000/7600

380L FUEL TANK

With a massive amount of cockpit space, the Yellowfin Plate
Southerner has plenty of room to fish with a maximum of
7 people onboard. The Yellowfin Plate Southerner comes
in two models; the 7000 and 7600 are Equipped with a
whopping 320 L and 380 L respectively. Ideal to venture
immense distances.

1

With a 220cm long v-berth and optional lockable cabin,
adventurers will find it very comfortable to travel to
overnight destinations. Take it a step further and option up
to a lockable cabin to ensure gear is safe while transporting
the boat or docked at the jetty.

2

6
3

Whether you are boarding the vessel from land, the dock or
coming in from a spear fish, there is easy entry up the robust
dive ladder, through the solid simple transom door and
comfortably sit on the new folding rear lounge.

7600 SOUTHERNER

OPTIONS

5

Yellowfin Plate boats are equipped with 6 Reel Easy Rod
holders on its hard top. The fold down feature makes it
easier to access rods at a moment’s notice. The techy fisho
will be excited with the huge dash space fitted big enough to
fit a 16-inch sounder and an 80 amp wiring harness to allow
for plenty more accessories.
BAIT STATION

DIVE LADDER

The new captivating side and interior paint colours and black
themed accessories make every Yellowfin Plate boat a head
turner. In addition, gunnels, plate aluminium floor and the
duck board remain unpainted to keep high wear areas in
good condition.

4

REAR LOUNGE

LOCKABLE CABIN DOOR
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HARDTOP 6200/6500

HARD TOP 6200/6500
6200 HARD TOP

2

3

CABIN HATCH
WINDSCREEN
WIPER KIT

For customers after a smaller model
size but still want the protection of a
Hard-Top cabin model – this is for you.
Feel prepared to battle the elements in
the Hard Top range built with ‘Marine
Core’ construction ensures that strength
truly does come from within with a sub
frame rib structure of longitudinal and
latitudinal ribs made of 6mm vertical
stringers and 5mm horizontal ribs.

4

REEL EASY
ROD HOLDERS

5

LIVE BAIT
TANK

6

CABIN
GRABRAIL

1
HARD TOP CABIN

Featuring a fully welded checker plate floor with box
section floor frame for extra strength this boat comes
ready to take on the ocean. The Hard Top comes
complete with a hardened glass windscreen and wind
screen wiper kit because we know you like to fish in all
conditions. Cabin grab rails make accessing the bow of
the boat and anchorwell an easy and safer task.
When comparing sizes the 6200 and 6500 models share
the same cabin, with the extra room being gained in the
back deck for extra fishing space. And in both models
with the large cabin bunks for storage – you can also
option up with cabin cushions for more comfort.

2

6
5

With Hydraulic steering and new Zipwake Trim Tabs as
standard the hard top range handles like a dream. The
new side and interior paint colours and black themed
accessories make every Yellowfin Plate boat a head
turner. In addition, gunnels, plate aluminium floor and
the duck board remain unpainted to keep high wear
areas in good condition.

OPTIONS

REAR LOUNGE

4

For full list of options, see your dealer or yellowfinplateboats.com.au

LED LIGHT KIT

TRANSOM CUTTING BOARD

3

6200 CABIN HARD TOP

1

BURLEY BUCKET
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1

5800 FOLDING
HARD TOP

1

New to the Yellowfin Plate range is the
FHT Series (Folding Hard Top). The three
different sizes (5800, 6200 and 6500)
that are extremely manoeuvrable in
the water and are easy to store in most
standard garages.

2

CABIN HATCH

3

AUTO DRAIN DECK

4

5

OPTIONAL
SINKER CUPS
TRANSOM DOOR

6

LIVE BAIT
TANK

FOLDING HT
FOR STORAGE

FOLDING HARD TOP 5800/6200/6500

FOLDING HARD TOP 5800/6200/6500

The FHT can be changed on the fly. If unruly weather hits,
put the clears up for protection. When there is a warm
ocean and the sun is out, put the top up. Lastly fold the FHT
and windscreen down and the highest point of the will be
212 cm fitting nicely in a garage.

16

OPTIONS

15
14

5800 FOLDING HARD TOP

13

12

For full list of options, see your dealer or yellowfinplateboats.com.au

The captain and navigator chairs are large, comfortable
and placed on top of an aluminium tackle box storage,
sealed storage box or esky storage. The wide walk through
from the cockpit to the cabin makes it easy to manoeuvre
around this vessel. For the techy fisho, the FHT has a
dash with plenty of space for controls and up to a 16-inch
fishfinder, a screen large enough to see from anywhere in
the cockpit.
Serious anglers will choose the Platinum Pack and fit their
boats up with a burly bucket, transom cutting board, deck
wash, cabin cushions and more The single and two-tone
paint options in combination with the all black accessories
will turn heads when any Yellowfin Plate boat is launched.
Yellowfin Plate Boats has revolutionized its range and
is equipped with the Offshore HD Hull. A durable hull
designed to for a soft, stable and dry ride. To fuel you
passion for adventure, the 5800, 6200 and 6500 FHT
have massive fuel capacities of 190L, 240L and 260L
respectively. Paired with a maximum horsepower of 135
HP, 175 HP and 200 HP respectively, the FHT will get to
your distant destination faster.

SINKER CUPS

DECK WASH

DIVE LADDER
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CABIN 5800/6200/6500/7000/7600

CABIN 5800/6200/6500/7000/7600
1

2

3

7000 CABIN
ANCHORWELL

The original Yellowfin is the cuddy cabin –
offering the best of both worlds, plenty of
flowing air with generous dry storage and
room in the cabin.

CABIN HATCH

4

BIMINI & ENVELOPE
OPTION

5

ROCKET LAUNCHERS

1

6

TRANSOM DOOR

2

SIDE POCKETS

Construction-wise the Yellowfin range features a fully
welded checker plate floor with box section floor frame
offering extra strength. The ‘Marine Core’ construction
ensures that strength truly does come from within
with a sub frame rib structure of longitudinal and
latitudinal ribs made of 6mm vertical stringers and
5mm horizontal ribs.
The auto drain deck gives you the ultimate peace of
mind when fishing in rough weather. A rear catchment
area guides water out to a lower chamber to drain out
through the scupper system, so you no longer need to
rely on a bilge pump.

OPTIONS

4

5

6
70000 CABIN

A bimini and clears can easily provide the cabin
configuration with more protection from the elements
for the driver and navigator. All models can be optioned
up and personalised with features such as: drum
winch, LED light kit, esky and storage seat options and
a cabin bunk infill.

For full list of options, see your dealer or yellowfinplateboats.com.au

3

CUTTING BOARD

BURLEY BUCKET

SPARE WHEEL AND CARRIER

LOWRANCE SOUNDER
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23CM MIN

CENTRE CABIN 5800/6200/6500/7000/7600
1

23CM MIN

2

3

4

5

6

35CM MIN

6

7000 CENTRE CABIN

ACCESS AROUND
CABIN

The best of both worlds, the fishability of a Centre
Console with the protection of a Cabin. Yellowfin Plate
Boat’s Centre Cab gives fishos 360-degree fishability
and comes in 5 sizes from 5.8 meters to a 7.6 meters.

CABIN
GRABRAIL

AUTO DRAIN DECK

5

CASTING PLATFORM

There is a large cockpit area where the fishing begins, but
when the mackerel, snapper or jewys take a sudden turn,
nothing blocks fishos from walking all around the cabin.

2

This is the ideal boat for all fishing, men or women, young
or old. Amenities include a 2 person reversible strike chair
with room for a 140 L esky, dry storage inside the cabin and
the option to add a porta potty for comfort and privacy.

3

4

7600 CENTRE CABIN

OPTIONS

23CM MIN

CENTRE CABIN
FOR PROTECTION

The Centre Cab was designed to be the best of both worlds
from fellow fisho feedback. This model has never been
seen before in the Yellowfin Plate line up.

1

23CM MIN

TRANSOM DOOR

CENTRE CABIN 5800/6200/6500/7000/7600

23CM MIN

For full list of options, see your dealer or yellowfinplateboats.com.au

To add the most fishability, customers can choose to
upgrade to the Platinum pack which comes with all the
fishing necessities including deck wash, a transom cutting
board, burley bucket and sinker cup holders.
The Yellowfin Plate self-draining deck is completely sealed
and has a no return scupper system for increased safety
and to allow water to drain when cleaning the boat after a
big catch.

CABIN CUSHIONS

ELECTRIC TOILET

LED LIGHT KIT

CUTTING BOARD

The Yellowfin Plate boats can carry between 5 - 7 people
based on which model, all fuel tanks are fully serviceable
(ie. removable) and each model is manufactured with 5083
aluminium.

23CM MIN

23CM MIN
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CENTRE CONSOLE 5800/6200/6500/7000/7600

CENTRE CONSOLE 5800/6200/6500/7000/7600
1

2

3

4

5

6

6

6200 CENTRE CONSOLE
For the most fishability, serious anglers choose the
Yellowfin Plate Centre Console. The 360-degree fishing
experience has no cabin obstructing fishable space and
comes in five sizes: 5800, 6200, 6500, 7000 and 7600.

OPTIONAL
T-TOP CANOPY

260L FUEL TANK

LIVE BAIT
TANK

TRANSOM DOOR

CASTING PLATFORM

OPTIONAL BOW
MOUNT PLATE

5
All models come standard with Yellowfin Plates Spartan Console. A rugged, wide console that has plenty
of room for electronics and grab rails to hold on during critical moments. For additional cover, a Dolphin
Pro T-Top can be installed. The biggest of Yellowfin Centre Consoles (7000 or 7600) can be optioned up
to the Mega Console. Fabricated out of aluminium, the folding console is 220cm high with 6 rod holders,
space for a 16 inch sounder and room for a radio or other accessories in the top.

12

Standard fishing options make the Centre Console an ideal drive away package with 6 side deck rod
holders, a live bait tank and self-draining deck. Customers can choose extreme fishability with the
Platinum Pack which includes a bow mount plate, removable bait board, deck wash and much more.

1

To get up to the 520mm high raised casting platform, there are two steps on either side of the boat with a
space in the middle so that customers can fish at sea level and or raised up. Inside the casting platform is
a large hatch that is can fit a large esky.
The strike chair in the Centre Console is wide enough for two passengers and can quickly be reversed
with two release pins. Yellowfin Plate owners can be driving one minute and fishing the next. While driving
the Yellowfin Plate Centre Console, the Offshore HD Hull will keep drivers stable and dry something
important to this style of boat since it is exposed to mother nature’s elements.

For full list of options, see your dealer or yellowfinplateboats.com.au

4
3

6500 CENTRE CONSOLE

OPTIONS

Please note image is of Rear Console.
BOW MOUNT PLATE

CUTTING BOARD

DRUM WINCH

OPTIONAL T-TOP CANOPY
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1

5

2

3

4

6200 REAR CONSOLE
AUTO DRAIN DECK

6

Ideal for fishing from the river to the reef and
introduced due to customer requests, the hand built
Yellowfin Plate Rear Console is available in five sizes:
5800, 6200, 6500, 7000 and 7600.

REAR CONSOLE

3 REAR SEAT
POSITIONS

5

LIVE BAIT
TANK

6

OPTIONAL BOW
MOUNT PLATE
CASTING PLATFORM

This design was developed in the NT by the saltiest of guides and
used across Australia because it has complete visibility of the
entire vessel while driving the boat putting the captain on the fish
and the smooth ride while seated at the transom.

REAR CONSOLE 5800/6200/6500/7000/7600

REAR CONSOLE 5800/6200/6500/7000/7600

The Rear Console design positions the captain and two passenger
seats at the rear of the boat with three additional seat positions;
one on the casting platform and two in the middle of the vessel.

1

Versatility is the name of the game. In addition to the 6 seat post
positions, there is a removable bait board casting convenience and
a console with plenty of space for endless electronics.

2

OPTIONS

For full list of options, see your dealer or yellowfinplateboats.com.au

The Rear Console has a large central fishing area and raised
casting platform to give fishos different vantage points while
fishing. To get up to the casting platform, there is a step/storage
compartment large enough to house 2-3 three electric motor
batteries. Inside the casting platform is a large hatch that is can fit
a large esky.

6200 REAR CONSOLE

3

4

Yellowfin Plate boats are built with marine core construction
and equipped with the perfectly balanced Offshore HD hull. The
variable deadrise eliminates the tippy feeling and slices through
chop with ease.

BOW MOUNT PLATE

SPARE WHEEL AND CARRIER

LOWRANCE SOUNDER

DIVE LADDER
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OPTION 01

OPTION 02
ALL OVER COLOUR CHOICES:

WHITE

CUSTOMISE
YOUR PAINT
JOB TODAY

ALL OVER COLOUR CHOICES:

PAINT COLOURS

6 COLOURS TO CHOOSE FROM

INTERNAL COLOUR CHOICES:

PIPELINE GREY

Pick one all over colour
(with unpainted floor, gunnel and duckboard)

Pick one all over colour
(with unpainted floor, gunnel and duckboard)

Pick one internal colour
SAPPHIRE BLUE

BLACK

OPTION 03

DARK GREY

OPTION 04
ALL OVER COLOUR CHOICES:

ALL OVER COLOUR CHOICES:

SIDE SHEET COLOUR CHOICES:

INTERNAL COLOUR CHOICES:

LAVA RED

SIDE SHEET COLOUR CHOICES:
GRAPHITE CLEAR OVER BASE

Pick one all over colour
(with unpainted floor, gunnel and duckboard)

Pick one all over colour
(with unpainted floor, gunnel and duckboard)

Pick one side sheet colour

Pick one internal colour

Pick one side sheet colour

All colours shown are as close as the reproduction process allows.

v
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FIND THE RIGHT
TRAILER FOR YOU
TRAILER CODE

DESCRIPTION

ATM
(kg)

TARE
WEIGHT
(kg)

LENGTH
(mm)

WIDTH
(mm)

BRAKES

RIM
SIZE

ALLOY /
STEEL
WHEELS

TAY1850T13RB

ROLLED I-BEAM ALLOY - YELLOWFIN TANDEM MULTI-ROLLER

1850

420

6550

2250

Y

13”

A

Y

Y

TAY622000T13RB

ROLLED I-BEAM ALLOY - YELLOWFIN TANDEM MULTI-ROLLER

2000

440

6970

2310

Y

13”

A

Y

TAY622600T14RB

ROLLED I-BEAM ALLOY - YELLOWFIN TANDEM MULTI-ROLLER

2600

560

6970

2250

Y

14”

A

TAY672600T14RB

ROLLED I-BEAM ALLOY - YELLOWFIN TANDEM MULTI-ROLLER

2600

560

6970

2250

Y

14”

TAY692000T13RB

ROLLED I-BEAM ALLOY - YELLOWFIN TANDEM MULTI-ROLLER

2000

500

7370

2270

Y

TAY742750T14RB

ROLLED I-BEAM ALLOY - YELLOWFIN TANDEM MULTI-ROLLER

2750

560

7500

2310

Y

*Please Check With Local Dealers For State Availability On Certain Models

GALVANISED
SEALED
SWING UP
AXLE /
BEARING
JOCKEY
UNITS
SPRING

LED
LIGHTS

WALKWAY

SPARE
WHEEL &
CARRIER

CATCH &
RELEASE

Y

Y

OPT

OPT

STD

Y

Y

Y

OPT

OPT

STD

Y

Y

Y

Y

OPT

OPT

STD

A

Y

Y

Y

Y

OPT

OPT

STD

13”

A

Y

Y

Y

Y

OPT

OPT

STD

14”

A

Y

Y

Y

Y

OPT

OPT

STD

The contents of this brochure, excluding Warranty Provisions, will not form part of any contractual agreement. Yellowfin recommends all persons comply with their local boating regulations and are familiar with safe boating practices. This brochure is designed
to provide you with an introduction to the Yellowfin Products (including available optional equipment). Because of changes in conditions and circumstances Yellowfin* reserves the right at any time, at its discretion, and without notice, to discontinue or change
the features, designs, materials, colours and other specifications and the prices of its products and to either permanently or temporarily withdraw any such products from the market without incurring any liability to any prospective purchaser. Details referred to
in this brochure are based on pre-production specifications and could be altered or deleted prior to the boats sale date. Because of variations which occur in manufactured products, all capacities, measurements, dimensions and weights quoted should be taken
as approximate only and are subject to change. Yellowfin reserves the right to discontinue or change any of the exterior colours and interior trims referred to in this brochure at any time without notice. Every effort has been made to depict boat colours and trims
as realistically as possible in this brochure; however some variation may occur due to printing limitations. Always consult an authorised Yellowfin dealer to view actual colours and trims and for the latest information with respect to features, specifications, prices,
optional equipment and availability before deciding to purchase. Yellowfin does not offer factory direct sales or prices. For updated specifications, please refer to the Yellowfin website www.yellowfinplateboats.com.au
*Yellowfin- Telwater Pty Ltd. (A.B.N. 15 010 795 507) Printed June 2019, version 1. Design by Sin Design and Branding *20679

YOU
READY?
VISIT YELLOWFINPLATEBOATS.COM.AU

